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UPTON NATURE GARDEN

For more information and to VOLUNTEER contact the Upton Nature Garden volunteer
group (support@nature-garden.co.uk) or the Upton Village Social Facebook group

The Upton Nature Garden project aims to create a haven for wildlife and people that
is a focal point for community activities involving biodiversity and the environment.
The garden will develop over the next few years and increase in interest as the plants
grow and the wildlife moves in.
Walk through the woodland glades; spot insects, fungi, flowers, birds and the tracks
of small animals. Sit and relax whilst youngsters try out the log trail and babies
enjoy the flickering sunlight through the leaves and branches. Enjoy the wildflower
meadow spectacle in summer.

MONTH PLANNED ACTIVITY (progress subject to enough volunteers)

September Prepare site: dig up turf & concrete; mark out paths and seating; 
Install log trail and path bases (reuse old rubber slide base.
Use trimmings  for wood pile/dead hedge.

October Plant shrubs, hedges, initial perennials            (        Volunteer weekend)

November Plant hedges                                                         (        Volunteer weekend)

Dec - Feb Plant bulbs  (local fund raising / plant donation)

Mar - Apr Plant  more perennials; 
Maintain  path through meadow

June - July Meadow cut after flowering

Built and 
maintained 
by Upton
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UPTON NATURE GARDEN
September progress

It all looks a but of a
mud-bath now!

View from the seating
area back past where a
hedge will be planted and
across the wildflower
meadow to the gates.
The intention is to keep
the Paths though the
meadow as close mown
grass so they’ll give
wheelchair and pushchair
friendly access into the
middle of the garden

The earth and some
inert waste dug up
from the site has
been used to make a
gentle bank in the
back corner for the
hazel trees and a
mound between the
paths.
During the grass
removal, we found
the tree routes are
even closer to the
surface than
predicted. .
Therefore the path
bases will now be
membrane not the
rubber mats
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UPTON NATURE GARDEN
October-November progress

Still lots of mud, but the structural elements of the garden are now in place
Seating area has the log seats in place, level and secured into the ground
Paths have been levelled, a membrane base laid and covered in chippings.
Coppiced logs from the site are used to edge the paths
Bulbs are invisible once planted but there are lots in the bank

Leafmold has been added to the mound
between the paths. The invertebrates will
mix this with chalky soil and diggings
that the mound is made from to give a
better soil for the springs plants to grow
in. The first perennials – donated native
hellebores and irises have been planted Funghi growing on the bark mulch

chipped on site

Bulb planting map
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UPTON NATURE GARDEN
December-January progress

There was a brilliant atmosphere as
everyone got stuck into digging, shifting
mulch and carefully planting our
healthy-looking trees, shrubs and hedges.
It takes a little imagination to picture it,
but the work we've done should result in:
• the restoration of the roadside hedgerow
• a new edible hedge crammed with nuts

& berries to separate meadow from
glade

• a miniature orchard with apple, pear,
mulberry, cherry, and more

• shrubs and edibles in the woodland
• a new native hedge with gate by the rec

TREEBILEE 2022
Whether spurred on by Prince Charles' rallying cry or not, Upton came out in force to plant up
the nature garden on the 22 and 23 January : 30 volunteers, 125 hours work, 500+ plants

Widlife Homes
2 exciting donations
make the nature garden a
des-res for wildlife as soon
as possible:
1. deluxe hedgehog house

from William Lott
2. birdbox from Frances

Telling
3. first module filled in

the bug hotel
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UPTON NATURE GARDEN
Feb - March progress

REMAINING WORK
To complete this initial creation phase of the
nature garden, the work planned for April –
June is
• Install two benches, one new oak bench

under the climbing tree & the upcycled
metal bench in the meadow

• Install new wide gate near the bus stop and
repair the gate by the village hall

• Sow the wildflower meadow
• Install the information sign
• CELEBRATE ALL OUR HARD WORK

At the March volunteer week, we planted 400 Perennials in just over an hour! Alex, who created
the design for the garden, was really impressed by the turnout and work ethic!
A March highlight from the garden was the sighting of a mistle thrush chortling in the
chestnut. One of its nicknames is the ‘stormcock’ because it starts trying to pair up before
winter is properly over. It’s on the British Trust for Ornithology’s red list of birds of
conservation concern, so let’s hope it finds the food and habitat it needs locally.

Watering will be
needed through this
first spring and
summer to help our
baby plants developer
strong deep roots.
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